
OUR VALUE FOR THIS TERM IS WISDOMOUR VALUE FOR THIS TERM IS WISDOMOUR VALUE FOR THIS TERM IS WISDOMOUR VALUE FOR THIS TERM IS WISDOM    
    
We have considered the wisdom of listening to our teachers and parents. We thought 
about the meaning of the following proverb: 

“Listen my child“Listen my child“Listen my child“Listen my child    
To your father’s instructionsTo your father’s instructionsTo your father’s instructionsTo your father’s instructions    

And do not forsake your Mother’s teaching.And do not forsake your Mother’s teaching.And do not forsake your Mother’s teaching.And do not forsake your Mother’s teaching.    
TheyTheyTheyThey will be a garland to grace your head will be a garland to grace your head will be a garland to grace your head will be a garland to grace your head    

AAAAnd a chain to adorn your neck.”nd a chain to adorn your neck.”nd a chain to adorn your neck.”nd a chain to adorn your neck.”    
 
Here are some of the pieces of wisdom passed down to members of our school by their 
parents: 

                                                  
If you are polite, people will be polite back. 

If people are mean to you, ignore them. 
Share things – not everyone has as much as you. 

You can’t have everything.You can’t have everything.You can’t have everything.You can’t have everything.    
Take every good opportunity you can get. 

Remember your manners.Remember your manners.Remember your manners.Remember your manners.    
Treat people just the same as you like to be treated. 

Smile and the woSmile and the woSmile and the woSmile and the world will smile with you.rld will smile with you.rld will smile with you.rld will smile with you.    
Respect others’ possessions. 

If someone is unkind to you, tell a teacher.If someone is unkind to you, tell a teacher.If someone is unkind to you, tell a teacher.If someone is unkind to you, tell a teacher.    
Winning is not always part of the game. 

Be grateful for what you have. 
    

SOMETHING TO DISCUSS AT HOME:SOMETHING TO DISCUSS AT HOME:SOMETHING TO DISCUSS AT HOME:SOMETHING TO DISCUSS AT HOME:    
 

What is the difference between being clever and being wise? 
 

Knowledge is proud Knowledge is proud Knowledge is proud Knowledge is proud –––– he has learned so much. he has learned so much. he has learned so much. he has learned so much.    
                                                                    Wisdom is humble Wisdom is humble Wisdom is humble Wisdom is humble –––– he knows that there is so much more to learn. he knows that there is so much more to learn. he knows that there is so much more to learn. he knows that there is so much more to learn.    

 
Wisdom is being able to use what you know, your experience and your common           

sense to make right choices. 
    

A wiseA wiseA wiseA wise person learns from their mistakes and takes responsibility for their own  person learns from their mistakes and takes responsibility for their own  person learns from their mistakes and takes responsibility for their own  person learns from their mistakes and takes responsibility for their own                         
future and the future of others.future and the future of others.future and the future of others.future and the future of others.    


